
Flooring design 

Furniture Plan with floor pattern 



Assignment 

 Come out with 3 loose floor design layouts based on 

your refined furniture plan 

 New tracing paper over the refined furniture plan 

 Sketch out only the floor design layout (light line) 

 Include your raised floor or platform  

 Show in transition line (light line) 

 Don’t trace the architectural elements or the furniture 

 Floor pattern  - line weight should be the lightest  

 When you are done with 3 layout, pick the best floor design 

layout  

 Then draw the chosen floor design layout on to your refine furniture 

plan 

 



Floor design using tiles 



Concrete floor 

 Cleveland artist Susie Frazier has 

designed new paving for a 

concrete floor of a transit station 

based on the flowing patterns 

created by schools of fish or flocks 

of birds. She was inspired by the 

similarities among pedestrians in 

transit stations and the “swarm” 

behavior of creatures in nature 



http://pics1.this-pic.com/key/meaning%20name%20sidra 

 Floor design –radial 

balance 

 Ceiling design – repeated 

on the ceiling from the 

floor 



http://www.gpidesign.com/_blog/Beneath_the_Surface/tag/art/page/4/ 



Refine furniture plan with floor design 

- linoleum floor 

 



Angular wall and floor design layout of a condo – floor 

design shown in transition lines 



Floor design on concrete and carpet 

Include floor design and floor 

transition 

Broadloom -12’ to 15’ width and length ? 

Caper tiles – 12”, 15”, 20”, 24” , 36” by 36”  



http://suzannetick.com/news/P60 



Wood floor 

http://www.autojogja.com/2009/08/03/white-modern-apartment-interior-design-ideas-by-nature/ 

 Modern black stain floor design vs. 

classic 



Raised platform 



Raised floor 

  



Some findings 



Unique fireplace 

 Modern minimalist kitchen 

 Combining a kitchen table 

with fireplace 

 Concept: the property of 

people gathered  

 The stove pipes run along 

the surface of the table 

 Corian material is able to 

withstand high 

temperatures and cools 

the heat 



Unique Curved wall – kitchen and pathway 



Unique upper kitchen cabinets with step ladder 



Art Deco Kitchen with tin ceiling 

 

http://www.cococozy.com/2013/07/25-million-dollar-art-deco-style-estate.html 



Bedding  

 Architectural textile 

pattern 
 

http://www2.finlayson.fi/get-inspired/Current/nimi=/id=27345981 

 


